WATERGATE AT LANDMARK
CONDOMINIUM UNIT OWNERS ASSOCIATION
POLICY RESOLUTION #16
PARKING AND TOWING RULES
August 27, 2019
WHEREAS, Article III, Section 2 of the By-Laws assigns the Board of Directors with "all of the
powers and duties necessary for the administration of the affairs of the Condominium" and further states that
the Board "may do all such acts and things as are not directed to be exercised and done by the Unit Owners
Association";
WHEREAS, Article VI, Section 8 of the By-Laws establishes that "trailers, campers, recreational
vehicles, boats, and vehicles used for commercial purposes as may be defined in ordinances of the City of
Alexandria, as amended, may be parked on the Property only if expressly permitted by the rules and
regulations and only in such parking areas, if any, as may be designated for such purpose by the Board of
Directors";
WHEREAS, the Board deems it necessary to establish appropriate rules and regulations to control use
of the Common Elements designated for parking;
WHEREAS, vehicle parking and storage space at Watergate at Landmark are inadequate to
accommodate unlimited parking by residents, visitors and guests;
WHEREAS, Watergate at Landmark is a residential community whose parking accommodations and
physical attractiveness should not be adversely affected by the parking or storage of commercial and
nonvehicle articles, or by those vehicles limited to infrequent use; and
WHEREAS, present use of recreational facilities (swimming pools, tennis courts, etc.) by owners,
residents, and guests may create a critical shortage of parking space for residents and their house guests,
particularly on weekends or holidays;
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the following rules and regulations are hereby
adopted by the Association:
1. These rules shall not apply to EMERGENCY VEHICLES parked on a temporary basis.
2. All persons operating motor vehicles on Watergate property shall obey posted traffic signs and
provisions of the traffic ordinances of the City of Alexandria. The speed limits on the Property shall be 15 mph
on roadways and 5 mph in the garages.
3. Parking of vehicles without a valid Watergate parking pass or decal is prohibited. Parking passes
and decals must be properly displayed (passes displayed on dashboard; resident/guest decal affixed with decal
adhesive, rather than tape)
4. The number of WAL Resident parking decals that may be issued for any given unit shall be
restricted based on its model type as follows: (2) for Models, A, B or C; (3) for Models, D, E, F, G, or H; and
(4) for Models J, Kand L. Exceptions to this restriction may be made only with the express approval of the
Board of Directors and Chief of Patrol Services on a per-unit basis.
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5. Residents may purchase frequent visitor passes for guests with an option to obtain a vehicle access
control device (VACD) and a guest parking decal at an initial cost and yearly reactivation fee.
6. DateParking or leaving a vehicle unattended in any lane used for Emergency Vehicle Easement (fire
lane), handicap parking access, garage driveway, or front building entrance, or in a manner that blocks a loading dock, is
prohibited.

7. Only vehicles displaying handicapped license plates or handicapped hang tags are permitted to park
in marked handicapped parking spaces. Parking spaces marked as reserved for specific vehicles shall be used
only by those vehicles and may not be used by other vehicles.
8. Except in cases specifically authorized by Management, vehicles of all types shall be parked
between painted parking lines so as not to occupy more than one parking space in any authorized area, and shall
not overhang sidewalks or grass in ways that may impede safe passage by pedestrians or persons with
disabilities. Management may grant exceptions to this rule to accommodate large commercial vehicles
performing work for the Association and under other circumstances deemed appropriate on a discretionary
basis.
9. Parking of motor vehicles of any size or description in an outside parking space for periods in
excess of thirty (30) days without movement is prohibited.
10. Visitor parking passes provided by Patrol Services Officers shall be valid for up to 48 hours. Patrol
Services may renew visitor parking passes with resident authorization; however, owners and residents
anticipating longer periods of parking in Common Element parking areas are directed to obtain long-term
parking permits from the Management Office. When Visitor Parking Restrictions are in effect, vehicles with
visitor parking passes and decals may be directed to park elsewhere. At all other times, visitors may park in any
outdoor uncovered parking space.
11. Residents and guests are authorized one 30-day temporary pass per vehicle that is non-renewable.
Management may exercise discretion regarding an exception in extreme circumstances.
12. Motorcycles, mopeds, and motor scooters may be parked in enclosed and underground parking
spaces assigned to the authorized parking space user, but vehicles so parked shall nevertheless be subject to
these rules in all respects. These vehicles also may be parked in Common Element parking areas, but only in
spaces designated for them.
13. Bicycles may be parked only in areas designated for them, except that this shall not be interpreted to
exclude or prohibit bicycle storage in designated storage lockers assigned to each unit. Bicycles are not
authorized on unit balconies.
14. The term "Regulated Vehicle" shall within the context of this Resolution apply to any commercial
vehicle; tractor; trailer or other towed wheeled vehicle; bus; boat, except when mounted for transport on motorvehicle carrying racks or wholly within the bed of a pickup truck (for a period not to exceed 72 hours); step
van; tow truck; taxi with symbol; vehicles registered for hire, vehicle having more than two (2) axles;
recreational vehicle, motor home, or camper; all-terrain vehicle {ATV); vehicle modified with visible
agriculture, construction or industrial equipment; and vehicle whose exterior shows commercial markings,
signs, displays, tools or mounted equipment, racks, ladders, inventory for sale or installation, or other items that
clearly indicate non-personal use.
15. Owners, residents, and guests wishing to park a Regulated Vehicle on Association property on an
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overnight basis, including any Limited Common Element, must request approval to do so from the Covenants
Committee, which shall evaluate requests in coordination with Patrol Services on the basis of safety in and
around the Property arising from the physical profile of the Regulated Vehicle and the availability of space to
accommodate the request. The outcome of each request made under this section shall be documented and
reported to Management and the Board of Directors. Management shall not issue a long-term parking pass or
register a Regulated Vehicle except with notification from the Covenants Committee that this requirement has
been satisfied. Reapproval is required annually to coincide with annual re-registration.
16. Commercial vehicles under contract for a resident or doing business for the Association may park in
uncovered parking areas no earlier than 8:00 a.m. and must depart no later than 6:00 p.m. unless Management
authorizes overnight parking for exceptional circumstances.

17. Vehicle covers, defined as material of any type that goes over and around a motor vehicle and is not
part of the vehicle, are permitted only if they are of dark or neutral colors; are fitted to the vehicles that they
cover and not visibly lashed or tied to the vehicles; leave license plates visible (except for motorcycles,
mopeds, and motor scooters); and can be lifted if necessary to verify parking passes and WAL decals. Plastic
tarps or visibly tom covers are prohibited.
18. Repair of vehicles on the Common Elements, and Limited Common Area shall be limited to
ordinary light maintenance, including adding (but not draining or changing) engine oil, coolant, or other fluids;
inflating or changing tires; cleaning windows; replacing windshield wiper blades; and emergency repairs
strictly as may be necessary to enable removal of a vehicle from the Common Elements. In effecting
emergency repairs, no vehicle placed on jacks or blocks may be left unattended. Any repair or maintenance of
vehicles on the Common Elements in excess of ordinary light maintenance or emergency repairs is prohibited
in accordance with the provisions of Article VI, Section 8(7) of the By-Laws.
19. Owners whose vehicles are found to be responsible for spilling or leaking of vehicle fluids that may
reasonably be expected to stain or damage driving or parking surfaces, soil, or the general environment of the
Property shall remove the vehicles to an offsite location as soon as practical upon notification of need to do so
by Management or Patrol Services. Patrol Services may tow any such vehicle that is not moved in a timely
manner, and Management may assess the owner of such a vehicle for cleaning and /or repairs to any part of the
Property that may be affected.
20. Only the Board is authorized to impose visitor parking rules during holiday periods. Management is
authorized to suspend visitor parking during other timeframes in which exceptional demand for parking relative
to available capacity is anticipated, including periods when construction or other work being done for the
Association may infringe on Common Element parking areas.
21. Management is directed to implement and enforce these parking rules and is hereby delegated such
authority as is reasonably needed to do so.

Replacing: PR16 Parking and Towing Rules Dec. 17, 2017
Book of Minutes __, of the Board Meeting of August 27, 2019
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